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The End of an Age: Swallow Robin
The rumor has been in the air for nearly six years now.
Since 1980, the residents of Swallow-Robin ('The
Birdhouse') have heard discussion concerning the closing of
the university's oldest operating residence hall. But now,
the discussion is over, and the rumor has become a reality:
the Birdhouse is going to be closed down.
Because Swallow-Robin is made of wood and the wiring
is so old, it is considered to be a fire hazard. Two years
ago, the Fanning and Howey firm conducted a study of the
hall and concluded that, if still occupied, the Birdhouse
would deteriorate very rapidly. The porches on the second
and third floors would be in danger of falling apart within
the next five years. So, out of concern for the safety of the
buildings 48 occupants, a mandate has been issued by the
Board of Trustees that Swallow-Robin be closed as of the
next academic school year. When the Trustees meet this
month, the future of Swallow-Robin will be disclosed. Dr.
Daryl Yost, provost/executive vice president, commented
that he "doesn't see any feasible possibilities for the
building." Tim Hermann, associate dean of students,
remarked that "the bottom line is the condition of the

building. I can understand why the guys want to live there.
But our first concern is safety."
Safety precautions have been taken such as the addition
of a partitioning and the installation of smoke detectors, as
well as the hiring of a student to patrol the building at
night.
Lowell Haines, Vice President for Student
Development and Dean of Students, said "There's only so
much you can do (about safety), and then you have to say
the building's too old. We're at that point now."
Current plans for next year's housing calls for the
movement of most or all of Swallow-Robin's residents into
off-campus housing. Plans also include to house ten
students in the East House. "It's going to be tight,"
Hermann stated, "but we can accomodate for those students
who are now in Swallow-Robin." Students were informed
in 1980 and again in 1983 that the hall would be closed for
the following school year. But because of the need for
housing, the building stayed open. Will the same thing
happen this year? Lowell Haines remarks, "If we have a
huge increase in enrollment, we will not use Swallow.
We'll use the lounges before we open up Swallow again."

Since 1916, the men of Swallow-Robin have built up a
certain pride for their hall and held a bond of unity like no
other hall on campus. Swallow is probably the nearest
thing to a Taylor fraternity, and the residents feel a strong
sense of brotherhood. Scott Hughett, a member of the
Taylor Student Organization Executive Cabinet, commented
that "there is an emotional bond with Swallow-Robin.
There is not a guy in Swallow who wants to see the
building torn down."
There is a strong concern by the upperclassmen for the
underclassmen's housing next year. Hughett said that
"they've had the chance to settle in to something that is
very unique, and now they have to move." Freshman Ray
Nairn commented that he is "frustrated that the
administration is taking away the building." The men of
Swallow-Robin feel a strong sense of belonging. "We have
become like brothers," said freshman John White, "and it is
going to be difficult for us freshmen to adjust to any other
living quarters on campus."
Doug Rollison, a junior, expressed concern for
Swallow-Robin from a historical standpoint. "I believe that
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Humanities
Grant
Taylor University, as part of the
13-member Christian College
Consortium, will receive a portion of
a $1.8 million Glenmede Trust.
Awarded by the J. Howard Pew
Freedom Trust of Philadelphia, the
grant extends over a three-year time
frame. The exact amount to be
received by member universities will
not be known until after that period.
The grant is for an interdisciplinary
project in the humanities intended to
strengthen the humanities emphases
on Consortium college campuses.
The Humanities Project will provide a
three-year emphasis upon the
internationalizing of the curriculum,
ehtical values in the curriculum, and
enhanced communication through
writing across the entire curriculum.
The humanities grant will be
significant for Christian colleges
because it is in the humanities that
there can be found the historical,
theological and pyschological roots for
the moral and spiritual value meant to
permeate the entire curriculum,
according to a statement by the
Christian College Consortium
headquarters, located in St. Paul,
Minnesota.
"Part of what the grant will support
is the building of a campus in Santa
Jose, Costa Rica, and that's already
been put into motion," said Dr.
Richard Stanislaw, academic dean of
Taylor University. "It will also fund
international travel for faculty and
some administrators, and there will be
some funding for faculty grants." To
use the money, he added, there will
need to be a link made with the
humanities and internationalization in
the proposed study.
Founded in 1971, the Christian
College Consortium moved its
national headquarters to St. Paul in
1982 when Dr. Carl H. Lundquist
assumed its leadership after retiring
from his 28-year presidency of Bethel
College and Seminary.
The
Consortium's primary mission is to
encourage the integration of faith and
learning on its member campuses.
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An additional grant of $25,000 from
Lilly Endowment, Inc., will allow
Taylor University more freedom and
flexibility in developing and
implementing the final phase of the
general education program, Senior
Seminar.
This is the second grant received
from the Lilly Endowment. The first,
for $120,000, was awarded for
development of the general education
program. This second grant, covering
a period between June 1, 1986, and
July 31, 1987, provides stipends for
those involved in a summer workshop
as well as a budget for the first
teaching of the course and expense
money for evaluation.
In past years, culmination of the
four years of study at Taylor
University has been tackled during

TU's New Doctor

by Wendy Eck

At the beginning of this semester,
Taylor University's Haakonsen Health
Center welcomed a new addition to
their staff, Dr. David Brewer. Dr.
Brewer will work with Dr. Oliver and
will share the responsiblities of both
the student's health care and the
growing private practice.
It was concluded towards the end of
last semester that Dr. Oliver was
carrying too heavy a load, often
working seven days a week. He
appealed to the Administration for help
and the decision to add a second
physician was quickly approved by the
Board of Trustees.
Dr. Brewer, a resident of Hope, IN,
has had his own practice in Columbus,
IN, since the 1960's. He was familiar
with Taylor as one of his children is a
graduate of the university and three
others are currently enrolled. It has
long been a dream of he and his wife,
Marilyn, to be associated with a small
Christian university such as Taylor.
When the opportunity arose, he
eagerly accepted the job.
Dr. Brewer is a graduate of Asbury
College and also attended Asbury
Theological Seminary. He pastored in
the Methodist Church for a number of
years and then graduated from the
University of Michigan Medical
School.
He internshipped at St.
Luke's Hospital in Saginaw, MI, and
later did his specialty training at

Saginaw General.
Dr. Brewer has now worked in
family practice for over twenty years.
He specializes in pediatrics, especially
adolescent, and his recent specialty is
in allergies. Dr. Brewer and Dr. Oliver
hope to soon be associated with the
athletic department, offering medical
services in cooperation with them.
Dr. Brewer and his wife, Marilyn,
are currently house-hunting in the area,
searching for a home close to Taylor.
The Brewers pursue an active hobby in
the arts and crafts field, with Mrs.
Brewer being an accomplished artist,
specializing in watercolors. The
Brewers' one daughter, Janice, is a
junior at Taylor, and their twins,
Phillip and James, are freshman
biology majors. Their eldest son, Tim,
who is married and living in North
Carolina, has just given them their
first grandchild, Bradley.
Dr. Brewer said that he enjoys the
spiritual atmosphere at Taylor and the
people who are creating it-such as the
faculty and administration. He also
noted that he feels very comfortable
working with the student body.
In closing, he added that "having
been a part of the secular world for so
very long, it is very refreshing to see
high quality young men and women
who are achieveing their goals and I'm
excited to be a part of it. That may
sound corny, but it's the truth."

it is worth restoring," he said, "because by destroying it,
we're losing a piece of Taylor's history." Lowell Haines
also expressed his feelings towards the historical building
by saying that "the concern is not over keeping it as a
residence hall, but to maintain.the facility as a part of
Taylor's history. So many men have gone through the
building and been a part of it that it's an important part of
Taylor's heritage. We have to retain our heritage, and I
think Swallow's a key part of that. My personal bias is to
save the building." He expressed concern over breaking up
the close-knit group of Swallow, saying that "anytime you
get guys that close, that's positive. It enhances their years
at Taylor; it increases their chance of finding strong
fellowship. It's a very good thing."
Whether or not the hall will be torn down is a question
still yet to be answered, but regardless of the fate of the
seventy-year old building, the spirit and brotherhood will
live on in the hearts and minds of all those who were able
to experience the one and only Birdhouse on campus,
Swallow-Robin.
by Lloyd Work
(with references cited from T.U.'s Profilel

January of the senior year in Capstone.
Each department was responsible for
its own capstone approach and
comprehensive testing. With the shift
to the general education program, an
integratine of the liberal arts, the plan
is for Capstone to be replaced by
Senior Seminar. "It's the final frame
of our general education program," said
Dr. Richard Stanislaw, Academic Dean
"The starting point is Freshman
Seminar, and the ending point is
Senior Seminar. Our intent is for
Senior Seminar to be an integrating
experience on a central theme."
The program will begin in January
of 1987; the first year's theme will be
Jerusalem. The program in each
department will use Jerusalem as a
starting point in developing its
objectives and course of instruction.
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Ferdinand E. Marcus: Phillipines
by Dave Dickinson and Mark Brown
As you probably know, Ferdinand
E. Marcos is currently President of the
Philippines. He has been in that
position for over twenty years, and has
been considered a strong leader. In this
article we hope to bring out some of
the not-so-well-known facts about
both the Philippines and President
Marcos.
The Philippines is a series of
islands extending 1,800 kilometers
from north to south, off the coast of
Southeast Asia. It is made up of 7,100
islands but 95% of the population
lives on 11 of them. There is a
population of approximately 52
million people of which about 80%
are Roman Catholic.
United States involvement in the
Philippines began in 1898 when we
received the islands from Spain in the
treaty that ended the Spanish-American
War. It remained a U.S. colony until
1946. Following independence the
people of the Philippines modeled
their Constitution as well as their
whole governmental system after that
of the United States.
Since his first election in 1965,
President Marcos' power has increased.
The democratic system set up in the
Philippines seemed to remain intact
until 1972 when Marcos cancelled a
scheduled Presidential election and
declared martial law. The purpose of
this move was to combat an alledged
Communist insurgency growing in the
southern islands. Many believe,
however, that the real reason behind

this move was to alleviate the
possibility that Marcos might lose the
election, and therefore his power, to
his primary opposition, Benigno
Aquino. Following the imposition of
martial law, Aquino was put into jail.
He was released a year later and he and
his family moved to the U.S.
During the period of martial law
Marcos increasingly brought the
military under his control by plating
his friends within the command
structure. He also tripled the size of
the regular army. Due to the
imposition of martial law and the
increasing presence of troops,
beginning in 1979, the New Peoples
Party, a Communist guerilla
organization, began to increase both
their numbers and their activities.
Feeling that his power had
solidified, Marcos gradually lifted
martial law from 1980 to 1982. In
1983, he declared an election would be
held in 1984. In response to this
Benigno Aquino announced that he
intended to return to the Philippines to
take part in the elections. He was
never to get the chance. He was shot
and killed as he disembarked from his
plane in the Philippines.
Immediately suspicion fell upon
the Marcos regime. Marcos denied that
and claimed that Communists had
committed the act. However, a special
commision set up to investigate the
assassination indicted 26 officers in the
Philippine army, including General
Fabian Ver, Marcos' Army Chief of
Staff and former bodyguard. Following
a trial these officers were aquitted and
Marcos retained his power through the

1984 election.
Under pressure from the U.S. a:
well as internal factions Marco
scheduled another election for Feb 7
1986. Marcos' opposition was unitei
under the leadership of Benignt
Aquino's widow, Corazon. She
managed to pull together most of the
splintered factions of opposition t<
Marcos' oppressive regime into on<
unified front. The ensuing campaigi
leading up to the election was fillec
with claims of fraudulency from botl
sides and there were also many deaths
of supporters of each camp.
On Feb 7. the Filipinos went tc
the polls to elect their president. Botl
Marcos and Aquino immediatel)
claimed victory. However, due to the
fact that the Filipinos vote on papei
ballots the official winner was nol
declared until over a week later. Thai
winner was Ferdinand Marcos.
In the interest of an honest electior
the U.S. had an observer team of
Senators and Representatives. Upon
their return last week they advised
President Reagan to slash aid to the
Philipines because they believed the
election was fraudulent. •
Although Marcos still remains in
power in the Philippines he has lost
the support of the people. His country
is suffering from increasing economic
instability, the insurgency in the
southern islands is growing daily, and
he is swiftly losing the support of the
U.S. people. Something will have to
change. The future of the country is
still in Marcos' hands. However, if he
does not act soon he may never get the
chance.
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Marriage and Family Week
By Margy Curry
Dr. Dennis Gibson, psychologist and his wife Ruth,
counselor from Wheaton, Illinois will be conducting
family living seminars at Taylor University March 3-7,
during Marriage and Family Week.
The topics for the week include: Great Expectations,
Renewing Our Minds, Putting Away Childish Things,
No Sundown On Wrath, Catch "Em Being Good, Salting
The Earth and Love Thinks No Evil.
Marriage and Family Week services will be held
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the Hermanson Music Center Recital Hall. Regular
Chapel Services are Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
10:05 a.m. in Redigar Chapel Auditorium.
Dr. and Mrs. Gibson will be available for individual
appointments throughout the week in the Student
Ministries Office. Dr. and Mrs. Gibson can be heard on

WBLC of Fort Wayne Bible College Thursday March 6,
at 9:05 a.m.
Dr. Gibson, a former chemist, gave up his career at
Dow Company in Midland, Michigan in 1965 in search
for an opportunity to help people. He studied
psychology at the University of Michigan and went on to
earn his Ph.D. at the University of Minnesota. Ruth
Gibson, a former teacher and airline hostess, is now a
counselor and saught after speaker for women's
organizations.
Dr. and Mrs. Gibson began their own clinic,
Wheation Counseling Associates, in 1974 where they
offer counseling through scripture, psychology and
practical experience in the clinic and in their outside
seminars. They have threee college age sons. They are
members of Wheaton Bible Church where they teach
Sunday School.

Child Abuse Explored
In the first part of our series on
Child Abuse, we looked at the severity
of child molestation and how, as
concerned citizens in our own
community, we can make a difference
in the prevention of child abuse
nation-wide.
The second part of our series
concerns the definition of "child
abuse," the laws that protect the
witness of a potential child abuse
situation, and information everyone
needs to be aware of in the reporting of
child abuse.
"Child abuse," as stated from The
Child Protection Service of Grant
County, "is the repeated mistreatment
or neglect of a child by parent (s) or
other guardian (s) resulting in injury or
harm." It can be classified into four
categories including: 1) Physical;
2)Verbal; 3) Emotional; and 4) Sexual;
and it can (and does) happen anywhere,
including poor, middle, and upper-class
homes, rural areas, as well as suburbs
and cities, and can involve one or both
parents.
As stated in the first part of our
series, child abuse occurs over 1 1/4
million times per year in America, and
is a situation in our society that hasn't
"disappeared," despite the publicity it
has received in recent years.
But those things can't happen in a
small rural county in northern Indiana,
right? Wrong. As of 1984, a 104
reported cases of sexual child abuse
were investigaed in Grant County and
it is believed that increasing the
amount of community awareness could
significantly reduce that number in the
future. According to information
obtained from Assistant Professor of
Social Work at Taylor University,

Editor-From the PA's L
Dear Editor,
The article, "Suicide—a Scary
Problem?" has raised much
controversy on campus. As student
leaders, we would like to give our
experience and knowledge about this
issue from a different perspective.
If this campus did not take
responsibility on the issue of suicide,
and if the Student Development Staff
did not care, it is more likely that
Taylor would have experienced more
attempts at suicide. We feel it is
important for the Taylor community
to know that the PA's are trained to be
aware of potential problems in this
area and how to deal with them. As
PA's, and members of the Student
Development staff, we have dealt with
possible suicidal students and have
been involved with the process that
Taylor uses in dealing with potentially
dangerous situations.
This process consists of several
steps. First of all, we have been
trained through several hours of
coursework to be aware of the danger
signals of extreme emotional stress.
These include loss of sleep (insomnia,
nightmares), loss of appetite, mood
swings, verbal threats or mentioning
of the desire to end one's life,
depression, anxiety, and other such
symptoms. When a PA has been
made aware of some of these warning
signs, he or she meets with the student
immediately to decide if there is a
potential danger. The next step
involves consulting the Hall Director,
who also meets with the student and of
course has more extensive training in
these areas. If both the PA and HD
feel there is the potential for suicide,
the student is admitted to the Health
Center for the night or until the school
psychologist can evaluate the
situation. In our experience, we have
found Dr. David Aycock to be
well-qualified, reliable, and very
Cindi Diener & Carol Meier, Personal
Assistants,

John Wallace, reporting a potential
case of child abuse "is a moral as well
as legal obligation of concerned
indivdiuals."
In Indiana, a citizen is protected by
law when a suspect case of child abuse
or neglect is reported. This gives the
witness an immunity from civil or
criminal liability. In addition, if a
concerned individual does not wish to
give his/her name when the crime is
reported, the case will still be
investigated.

The information you should give to
the County Welfare Deparment of your
area includes the following:
1. The name and address of the
child you suspect is being abused or
neglected.
2. The age of the child
3. The name and address of the
parent or caretaker of the child.
4. The name of the person you
suspect is abusing or neglecting the
child.
5. Why you suspect the child is
being abused or neglected.
6. Any other helpful information.

This information is for everyone.
It is believed that any person,
regardless of his/her area of the
country, may someday be faced with
the responsibility of reporting a child
abuse situation. It is the hope that
knowing some of the facts concerning
your protection by law will encourage
those who may have been hesitant in
the past to report a potential child
abuse case when they see it. Doing so
may save a child's life.
In the last part of our series, we
will focus in on what specifically is
being done in this area to assist in the
prevention of child abuse.
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I appreciate your input; particularly
for its emphasis on the concern for
student's needs. I hope your example
constitutes a continuing effort to meet
the needs of students, for even as the
commitment to serve those who are
hurting, surfaces with a positive note,
I'm sure there are yet those who
remain outstretched for a carina hand.

insightful in such situations. As
personnel staff, we have complete trust
in his decisions and respect him as the
most qualified person on campus to
evaluate the psychological well-being
of students. We would venture to say
that anyone who has dealt with Dr.
Aycock has found him to be very
capable of pin-pointing problems,
even after an hour-long screening,
although, of course, further work with
the student is desirable if the young
person is willing to be helped, here or
at home.
Mere talk of suicide does not
necessarily result in suspension or
dismissal from school. Contrary to
rumor, a student who has been through
this process is oftentimes placed into
counseling or determined not to be a
threat to themselves or others. The
only time a student is dismissed from
school is when an attempt at suicide
has been made or there is strong
potential that an attempt will be made
upon release from the Health Center.
The process that Student
Development uses has been found to
be effective and beneficial to students
involved. This process is not followed
because Student Development wants to
"cover up" the situation or to "keep
enrollment up." On the contrary it is
used to protect the individual's privacy
and consider the needs and rights of the
other students involved. If each and
every threat or attempt were made
public, gossip would make it
impossible for the student to return to
the dorm after admittance to the Health
Center. Of course, the same applies to
the student who wants to return to
Taylor after dismissal. There is really
no need for us to know the details of
every situation unless we are directly
involved. Perhaps until we have seen
gossip destroy a person, we cannot
realize the devestating effects it can
have on someone.
Victims of
I've been exposed to only one case
of attempted suicide; it left me shaken.
I m convinced there's no comfortable
method for seeking to aid the pain in
others, nor anything more important
than trying to love with concern
regardless of the discomfort.
Scratching the surface of suicide
with "A Scary Problem" has been
controversial for many. I hope that any
personal offense resulting succumbs
to the initial problem - there are those
who aren't pleased with their present

emotional instability do need love and
concern, as does everyone. If we truly
care and love these people, we will
cover the situation with silence.
It is easy to look at the Student
Development Staff from the outside
and criticize, but in nearly every case,
we would say that the Hall Director's,
PA's, and DC's are viewing their jobs
as a service to the students and to God.
May we add that the very fact that a
student chooses to be a DC, a position
without pay and with very little
support from other students, shows
that the DC is a caring person,
contrary to what the "Scary Problem"
article stated. We hope that students
can also realize that the Hall Directors,
PA's and DC's as a whole are here to
provide you, the student body, with a
healthy resident environment. In
comparison with other colleges, our
program is one of the best. Each case
is treated individually and the well
being of the student is the most
important factor in all situations. It is
impossible for us as PA's and DC's to
be the counselor to every person on
the wing and give equally to every
person, although it is a goal we strive
for. We are here to serve our fellow
students and we really do care about
each of them. Discipline is one of the
smallest parts of our jobs, and we do
make an effort to show our support.
However, we are only human and like
everybody, we fall short. We may not
always know that a person is hurting
or has a need, so in that case, it is up
to the student to feel free to come and
talk to their PA or DC. We are here
for the students, for all of their needs,
and with the Lord's help, we can help
make a difference in the lives and dorm
environment here at Taylor.
Sincerely,
Cindi Diener
Carol Meier
Personnel Assistants.
situation. 1 pray that the shared
opinions of individuals may help us
all open ourselves to the vision of
others in order that we can live as one
unified body.
I haven't found a stone unturned
that wasn't worth its weight in the
tipping. I think we live in a hard
place and only get caught in the
"in-between" when we stop lifting the
rocks.
Editor,
B. Brightly

President's Honor Conference

by Jeanne Moody

If you have noticed some foreign
faces this weekend in your dorm or in
the D.C., they were most likely high
school students who attended the
President's Honors Conference.
Thirty-four students participated in
many activities which stimulated their
creativity and problem-solving skills.
The President's Honors
Conference, sponsored by the Honors
Program and President's Office, was
created this year with the primary goal
of providing high school students with
the opportunity of exploring questions
such as, "What is knowledge?" "How
do we acquire it?" "How do we use
knowledge creatively to solve
problems?" and "How do we use
creative problem solving skills to
acquire knowledge?" A second goal
was to spark the interest of intelligent
students about Taylor and allow them
to discover our school. Taylor Honors
students housed the conferees for the
two nights and gave them a taste of
dorm life.

The conferees learned of the
conference from their guidance wanted no matter how strange. Then,
counselors who recommended them as after lunch, Dr. Newhouser led them in
The students were a discussion dealing with Ways of
participants.
selected by the guidance counselors on Knowing. They explored questions
the basis of their intelligence and such as "What does it mean to know?"
creativity in problem solving or in the and "How can I know?" Following
arts, and their feeling comfortable in Dr. Neuhouser's presentation, a panel
open-ended situations. They weren't of three professors Drs. Corduan, Loy,
chosen necessarily pn their G.P.A. and Yutzy continued the discussion.
The students are from twenty different
Friday afternoon, the group chose
high schools, mostly in Indiana and one of three activities. Some of them,
four from Illinois.
guided by Dr. Erickson, experienced
The conference started Thursday making decisions using computer
and concluded Saturday afternoon. The simulation models. Others, led by Dr.
students were busy almost the entire
Hubbard, had the chance of learning
weekend participating in a variety of
about creative dramatics and
learning yet fun activities. Thursday
improvisation. Still others looked at
night, the students attended the play on isolated DNA with Dr. Hammond and
campus and had the opportunity to learned how to discover knowledge
watch Dr. Hubbard's directions to the
through experiment.
The day
cast before the curtain went up. Early concluded with a movie and
Friday morning, the conferees attended refreshments, and the conference ended
a problem solving workshop with Dr.
early Saturday afternoon after a
Squiers. He gave them the problem of
half-day of discussion and group
solving what to do with a pile of
presentations where the students
left-over bricks from the new library
revealed their solution to the problem
which they could solve any way they
of a surplus of bricks.

Christians Take Action
You may have heard of the group on
campus called Christians in Action.
The group consists of concerned
Christians who formed a club that is
just over a year old. The reason it was
formed is because these students
realized that there were some areas that
no organization or club was dealing
with. Who is bridging the gap
between Taylor students and the
Upland community? Who is helping
the many poor and desperate people
in Upland? Who is taking a stand on
abortion and trying to get others to
rationally determine why they believe
as they do? These are the places where
Christians in Action come in. In the
past year, the club has collected money
for families with serious financial
burdens, raised money for Helping
Hands in town, cleaned up a yard, and,
last fall, painted a house.
Now Christians in Action feel led
by God to reach out to the Upland

community in a new and bolder way
than ever before. Among their goals
are: to do more at the nursing home,
to start an adopt-a-grandparent program
for the shut-ins, and more service
projects in Upland. However, to
accomplish all of this they need two
things from you. First of all, your
prayers are needed for the group and for
these dreams so that they will
constantly be in touch with God's will
for us. We have seen the mighty
power of prayer work miracles before
and we believe God will continue to do
so. The second thing Christians in
Action needs from you is your hands,
your feet, and your time. There will
be times when babysitters, drivers,
clean-up crews, painters for houses,
and other volunteers will be needed.
They are not necessarily asking for
you to become a member, but they are
asking that you give them a call to tell
then that when the need arises you will

be willing to help. They realize
you will have tests to study for
papers to finish up: as do we
All they ask is that you help out w
you are free and available. A
considering all that Christ has done
you, is it asking too much to h
you help out someone for wl
Christ died? Please pray about
letter and join in spreading God's 1
by becoming Christians in action.
Contact:
5015 Cami Piekarski Chairman of Leadership
5872 Phillip Herman
Chairman of Public Relati
5860 Alan Symonette Chairman of Budget&Fina
Faculty, Christians in Action ne
your support also. If you h
supplies or equipment that you wc
be willing for them to use, pie
contact them. Thank you.
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E.B.B.S.R.

by Janet Lynn Portfilio

Cain Cooks

by Doug Mantha

Tom Cain, a mild mannered man by
day, becomes a cooking marvel in the
kitchen at mealtimes. Tom is one of
the main cooks at Taylor's Dining
Commons.
Tom is a native of Upland. He grew
up with his four sisters and one other
brother here in Upland and graduated
from Eastbrook High School. After
graduation, Tom's love of cooking led
him to attend North wood of Indiana, a
school of culinary arts and
hotel/restaurant management.
"It was a two year program,"
explained Tom. "I finished it in a year
and a summer, because they were
moving the school to Michigan the
next fall."
Tom has worked in the DC for three
years as cook.
Freshman Thor
Thomsen has worked extensively with
Tom this year. Thor said, "Tom is the
epitome of the efficient chef. He's
devoted to the sterile conditions of the
dining commons and the quality of the
food-both buying and cooking."
Besides cooking, Tom has other
responsibilities also.
He helps
organize the food, gets meals ready,
helps to make the sandwiches, and the
important job of making sure the
serving lines don't run out of food.
When Tom gets away from the job,
though, he likes to relax. On Saturday
mornings Tom can be found lounging
in front of the TV, and enjoying
cartoons.
At other times, Tom
watches "227" and "MASH", his two
favorite shows.

Tom has other hobbies also. Said
Tom, "I like cooking, gardening,
women and polishing shoes." But,
says Tom, baking pastries is what I
like most. "Crescent rolls and sweet
rolls; those are my favorites."
Tom has other goals for himself
too. Among them is the prospect of
going into management. He's think
ing of taking some courses here at
Taylor. He wouldn't apply these new
skills to opening his own restaurant,
though. "1 don't want a restaurant,"
commented Tom. "I don't like
restaurants, I like the food service
better; you get to do more."
The best thing Tom likes about
working at Taylor is the students.
Said Tom, "I love the students. I wish
I had them for brothers and sisters. It's
a real family here."
"I like to be around people,"
continued Tom. "I'm a people person.
I like to go out and make sure
everybody's having a good time."
Tom's attitude has carried over into
visiting students in the dorms also.
Senior Mike Loomis commented, "I
think Tom is a nice guy. I like how
Tom comes up on the floor to visit
the guys-also, how he walks around
the DC, asking people how thev like
the food."
Tom has a slight problem working
in the DC, though. It seems he is
constantly mistaken to be related to
someone else. Tom emphatically
stated, "I am not Jerry's son!"

An inspirational and relaxing day,
The start of any new semester is always a time of
one designed for women only, will be
evaluating and reviewing the past and of setting new goals
hosted by Taylor University on March
for the future. This semester should be no different.
22.
Most Christian colleges have a statement of what they
Entitled "Just for You," this special
believe in and of what their college stands for. But Taylor's
women's day at Taylor will include one of the few colleges that really seemed to reflect what
special speakers, workshops, a
their statement said. This statement was a document called
delicious salad buffet, and a time of "Life Together: Expectations and Responsibilities for
fellowship with area women of all
Community Life at Taylor University." This document is
denominations. "Just for You" will be sent to all prospective students and it is also signed by
held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on March every student who applies for admission.
22, and registration will be limited to
This document is the sole reason foi writing this letter.
the first 250 women.
A $10 The words here are my words but they are also the collective
registration fee includes all workshops thoughts of several people on this campus. Some of the
and the salad buffet. For more students feel that Taylor University is allowing the
information please contact the Office importance and value of this document to slip away from
of Continuing Education, Taylor our community life. And with it go many of the things
University, Upland, IN 46989, (317)
that make Taylor stand out from other Christian schools.
998-5100.
I d like to take this opportunity to review several parts of
Numerous workshops will be held
this statement with you now.
throughout the day, including special
The Introduction of the statement closes with this line:
sessions on Time Management and "When individuals join the Taylor Community, they freely
Priorities, Self-image, Parenting: Your and willingly choose to take upon themselves the
Children and Your Parents, and Family responsibilities outlined in this statement." As students
Finances.
Other topics to be here, all of us have taken upon ourselves the
considered are "I"m Hurting, Lord," responsibilities of the Life Together statement by signing
and Fit for Living.
the statement. We are then honor bound to keep it
Ginny Walsman is the special guest
Later in the statement it says: "We acknowledge that we
speaker at "Just for You." She is a are living in a fellowship where we are dependent and
native of Indiana and the wife of an accountable to one another." Included in this are:
Indianapolis businessman.
The
Edification - How many of us have not helped out our
mother of five children, Mrs. Walsman fellow studnets when they needed our support and
is active in school, community and encouragement because we were too busy or too preoccupied
church. She is a frequent speaker for in other things?
Christian Women's Clubs and
Bearing with one another - How many of us have
women's retreats, and will be sharing
shut out the person on our wing or floor who does not
"her story" at "Just for You."
think or act exactly as we do?
Burden-bedring - How many of us hesitate to reach out
to others who are hurting because we fear becoming
over-involved? Or put off reaching out till it never gets
done?
Speaking the truth in love - How many of us have
contributed to the Taylor grapevine by passing on the latest
gossip and stories we heard whether they are hue or not?
by David Bachman
Reconciliation, restoration and restitution How many of us are still waiting for that other person to
"Marketing is a tool to enable say "I was wrong" before we can forgive them?
Taylor University to more efficiently
Before you get self-righteous about reading this, take a
and effectively fulfill its mission in
look at the past week or month in your life. If you can
higher education," Dale Sloat, Director honestly say that you have succeeded in all these areas, I
of Media Services, said in an interview would like to meet you to know how you do it.
Tuesday. With this in mind, Taylor
Later in the Life Together statement, there is a list of
has begun working with marketing "University Expectations" which "members of the Taylor
consultant Walker Johansen.
Johansen's company, Institute for
Organizational Research and Problem
Solving, has been recognized as a
FORD
leader in the marketing of higher
MERCURY
education.
The desire to make more efficient
use of resources and the declining pool
of 18 year olds were major factors in
the decision to adopt a marketing
strategy. President Kesler, Dr. Yost
and the board of trustees were all
fundamental in the decision. Sloat,
COME SEE THE FUTURE OF PERSONAL
who serves on the Interim Marketing
Coordination Committee, said that the
new marketing strategy will focus on
three apsects of Taylor, academic
excellence, Christian commitment, and
a caring campus community.
The marketing plan is to begin in
August. Through analysis of Taylor's
organizational structure and research of
Taylor's public, both which began this
fall, a strategy for marketing Taylor is
being developed. This strategy will
focus on informing people of Taylor's
specific strengths such as President
Kesler, student leadership, the new
library and a residential campus.
Another result will be the adoption of
a standard graphic identity for Taylor.
All advertising and printed material
will use the same graphic style.
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Taylor's newspaper, The Echo, is published bi-weekly as a Sunday edition
except during Christmas, summer vacation and examination periods.
The Echo office is located in the upstairs Union and has office hours
between 4:00 and 6:00 Monday through Friday. Messages may be left by
phoning at ext. 5359. Since 1913, the Echo has been published for the students
and community of Taylor University. The yearly mailed subscription rate is
$10.00 and is available for out of state mailings as well.
The Echo recognizes the responsibility to provide a catalyst for the
exchange of views and ideas through letters to the editor. The Echo will
attempt to uphold quality journalism and the priority for increasing the growth
we share as believers in Christ.
Views expressed by individuals are not necessarily the views of the Echo,
the student body, faculty . or Taylor as a whole.
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University community voluntarily commit themselves to."
There are several of these expectations which I would like to
review. (For a complete listing, see page 11 in the TU
Student Life Handbook.)
1. Attendance and involvement in worship on
Sunday - How many of us are involved actively in a church
in the community or the surrounding area?
2. Chapel attendance by the honor system of no more
than three cuts per term - How many of us are in chapel all
but three times in any term?
3. Refraining from tobacco, alcohol or drugs-use,
possession, or distribution on or away from campus - How
many of us have or know of someone who has had or
consumed alcoholic beverages on and off of campus?
10. Consideration for others and standards of good taste How many of us can honestly say that all of the Couples on
campus are considerate of others and maintain standards of
good taste? Many couples seem to forget that there are
other people around in residence hall lounges, academic
building hallways and in the dining commons lines and
eating areas who do not want to have to watch a couple's
physical relationship.
11. Academic integrity and honesty - How many of us
have or know of students who have cheated or lied in a class
just to make the grade?
The entire Life Together statement is expected to be kept
while the university is in session and when students are
living in university-approved housing.
The problem isn't that the Life Together statement is out
of date and needs to be revised, rather, it is that members of
the Taylor community need to hold one another accountable
for their behavior. If a member of the Taylor community eight students, faculty or staff know of someone involved in
any of these areas, they need to lovingly confront that
person on the issue. In many matters, this means that
friends need to stand up for what is right and confront their
peers when they are slipping in these areas. One of the
major groups of people involved should be the Student
Development staff. Student leaders, personnel assistants,
and hall directors need to be more actively involved in
confrontation. This is an area that the new leadership class
needs to emphasize greatly. When students accept
leadership positions, they are accepting the responsibility of
confrontation.
Without active confrontation of problems by community
members, Taylor will continue in the trend it has begun and
end up like so many other private colleges who are
Christian in name only. And, future students will not be
able to reap the benefits of attending a.school like what
Taylor can be. They need to have the opportunity to be:
"Free to be what I am...with the hope of becoming what
God intends me to be." I pray that this will be Taylor
University's purpose, it's goal and its continued
commitment.

mainstream of evangelical theology.
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You spoke...Ford listened.
The result, Ford Taurus.

Taurus is new from the ground up. Built with a
"best-in-class" philosophy.
Plus all these advanced features:
• Independent rear suspension
• Gas cylinder hood assists
• Childproof rear door locks
• Permanent set front alignment (caster and
camber)
• Lower bodyside protection
• Rear seat heat ducts

• Cargo tie downs (except L series)
• Positive shut-off climate control registers
• Flush glass all around
• Aerodynamic design
• Linear tracking power rack and pinion steering
• Gas-pressurized shocks and struts

Take a close look at Taurus, see how
well we listened.

The Taurus Sedan and Wagon are on display in
our showroom right now. We invite you to come
in and take a close look. Inside and out, the
quality shines through.

Stop in today. See what the cars of the future will took like.
Because ten years from now all cars may look like Taurus.
At Ashland sou will discover a
commitment to a community of

Our Family Pledge
is to Please You

Only

10
on

Minutes East
State Road 3

Monday
Wednesday
Monday - Saturday

believers where the Word of God
stands uncontested as a was of life.

of Taylor
South

All-you-can-eat
$3. 59
All-you-can-eat
$3.79
6am - 9pm.

Sunday

Chicken
Fish
6:30am - 9pm

*4-

Ashland

Theological
Seminary
011) C enter Street
Ashland. Ohio 44X05

(410) 280-4144

Have you driven a Ford...Lately?

Good selection of new Ford Mercury cars and trucks
Quality service available for Ford products
Excellent selection of used cars and trucks
1510 North Walnut St., Hartford City

348-5100
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Duel to the Death in the Tournament of the Tides
by Keith Singer
The counsel between Sir Garan and the Smites
dragged on for many days. The debate burned hot and at
times tempers grew almost beyond control. Many
suggestions were voiced and all were considered until one
such scheme for the overthrow of the emperor Constor (a
hundred curses to his name) and the freeing of the other
Smites was chosen. (I am not at liberty to disclose this
plan at this point in time for then the outcome of this
adventure would already be foretold.)
It is known, however, that the plan did involve the
yearly Tournament of the Tides held in Nozac the first of
every year. The event was a tournament in which each
warrior, upon his steed, tried to defeat his opponent.
This was accomplished by knocking the opponent from
his horse. The last survivor of the tournament then faced
the greatest challenge of all.
It was a fight only one was able to walk away
from. The duel to the death was with the Emperor's
most hated and feared knight, Sir Dealth. He was a
monstrous man who was crueler than any wild beast. He
; put to death each of his last seven adversaries on the field
of combat and was known for his lack of mercy, power,
and skill. No one had ever been able to so much as knock
him from his mount.
To the man able to defeat the dreaded Sir Dealth
would the emperor Constor (another hundred curses to his
name) grant any request. Sir Garan, overriding the
objections of RIFT, entered the tournament.
The tournament was an event that people flocked to
from wide and far. A three day's journey for many was
not uncommon. Throughout this grand tournament, Sir
Garan continually showed his courage, bravery, and
cunning in defeating his adversaries. Our hero is, as we
well know, very skilled in all manners of warfare and
tournaments proved no exception. (Sometimes, of
course, this caused more problems than it solved but that
subject I will not explore further here.)
Upon conclusion of the tournament, Sir Garan stood
victorious for all other challengers had been eliminated.
He now had to prepare to face Dealth. RIFT, of course,
was against this move because of the obvious danger.
JUST, on the other hand, saw it as a chance for Garan to
use his fighting skills in the benefit of others. Many
times JUST felt that Garan used his best attributes only
to further increase his own fortune. Garan was not able
to view his own appearance in this manner but then
again, even the mirror does not reflect truly all our faults.
Is it not best then at these times to listen to the counsel

of others?
The coming of morning brought up a shining sun.
When this same sun reached its peak, the contest would
begin. Both Garan and Dealth made ready in the privacy
of their own tent. To these tents would they return
during breaks in the fighting. With the filling of one
hour-glass, each knight returned to his tent to recover but
was offered no aid.
Each of the two chose from a rack of weapons that
was at his disposal throughout the conflict. Sir Garan
drew a sword as did Sir Dealth. Each mounted his horse,
trumpets rang, and an eerie silence swept the crowd as the
Emperor Constor (always a hundred curses to his name)
declared the conflict officially begun.
Both knights mounted their steeds and began to
approach the center of the field. A twisted smile marked
Sir Dealth's face for in his mind, he was invincible. The
two urged their horses forward at the same time. Shields
were raised in defense of the oncoming attack. The
horses thundered towards each other, swords were lifted
and then let fall with two mighty blows. Each sword had
met the other's shield. They circled and then charged
again. Dealth screamed in fury and Garan came on with a
new intensity found in the midst of this growing storm.
The battle continued in much the same manner for the
remainder of the time. The hour-glass had reached its end
and each knight returned to his tent only to reappear in a
short while.
Both came out with the sounding of the trumpets
but now it seemed the manner of Sir Dealth had changed
drastically. He seemed less sure and appeared very
awkward as one taken to much wine. Perhaps he was
becoming weary from the struggle at hand.
Garan again chose a sword while Dealth decided on a
huge axe. Normally Sir Dealth saved the axe for the
final execution of a challenger but here seemed a match
well made and one that would need all his cunning and
skill.
Each knight mounted and rushed forward. This
time, however, the force of the blow threw Sir Garan
from his horse. He quickly retreated back to the arena
wall. Just beyond the wall was the crowd and in the
front row sat the Emperor. Garan could have reached out
and touched him had he known the Emperor sat there. A
contented smile shone on Constor's (a hundred curses!)
face for it seemed to him the battle went well. (Had he
only known what awaited him on this fateful day. )
Dealth rode up and circled his now fallen foe.
Garan. however, in one swift move was able to reach out

Taylor University :ha ^FHun^
by Marsha
(Eklun) r.nHHpo
Geddes '6A
'64

I took my steam iron on vacation last summer. Mind
you, I'm not talking about one of those little folding travel
irons-I took my full-sized domestic model. It served two
purposes. One, I knew without a doubt that I had not left it
plugged in at home. For fifty weeks out of the year I have
the family conditioned to react to the sound of the buzzer on
the clothes drier. At the first sound of the buzzer everyone
runs with hangers so that I don't have to iron the clothes.
For some reason, though, just before vacation, I experience
an overwhelming need to iron all the clothes before I pack
them in a suitcases.
But I also took the iron because we were going to a
Christian family camp where we would be eating all our
meals in the camp dining room.
And then I
remembered-Taylor
University. In the early 1960's every
co-ed arrived at Taylor in September with a steam iron and a
supply of nylons to last until Thanksgiving vacation. (It's a
sobering though to realize that I went to college before the
invention of pantyhose.) It was alnfost impossible to get
near an ironing board the hour before supper at Taylor
While the student handbook didn't state that clothes had to
be pressed for supper, it did say that all female students had
to wear nylons and all male students had to wear sport
jackets to supper. On Friday night and on Sunday noon the
girls had to wear high heeled shoes and the guys had to wear
suits and ties. Mealtime was clearlv a Dressing occasion

and slay Dealth's horse. Both knights were once again
on the same level. But alas, Garan became entangled
with the horse and couldn't stand upright. Dealth raise
his axe and looked down at his next would be victim. A
bright light gleamed in his eye. The axe blade fell, and
found its mark but not on Sir Garan for it was meant for
the Emperor. The Emperor slumped over the arena wall
for he had met his death in the same seat where he had
once witnessed the death of so many brave and valiant
men.
Then a strange yet wonderful thing happened. Out
of Dealth's armor poured the Smites. And as they came,
they were changing from their small, decrepid form into a
new and glorious state of being. They were once again
grown to their normal size. Now one could see the stern
yet kind face most of them bore. They were handsome
and easily distinguished as a proud people.
When the emperor met his death, it seems his evil

sorcery died with him and thereby freed the Smites from
their imprisonment in their smaller selves. Throughout
the land, the Smites rose up over their former masters
and soon were in control of the entire empire. The
rightful King was then installed upon the throne.
The old King of the Smites would never speak of
how he and his companions entered into the armor of
Dealth. It is said that Dealth died the victim of the
Smite's wrath during the hour-glass break but none know
how. In any case, it makes one wonder if this were the
original plan or one that arose out of circumstance.
With the rightful King ruling the kingdom, Garan,
JUST, and RIFT set out once again. A deep contentment
dwelt within Garan with the knowledge of how he had
helped the Smites in their time of need. But it still could
not quench the desire to once again see his beautiful
Princess Chastia and as he rode his thoughts again
turned to her.
•
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So, for an hour before supper, all the girls would
be
ironing the clothes they planned to wear to supper. Then
we all poured out of the dorms and headed for the round
dining hall. The girls lined up on one side of the lobby
with the boys on the other side. On a signal from the head
resident, the girls were led into the dining room.

For the established "couples", the problem was finding
each other. The girl could not jump up and down and create
a scene-she couldn't even wave. So the girls who were
waiting for special guys looked expectantly toward the door
and thought positive thoughts. The rest of the girls
generally studied the silverware and tried to appear
unconcerned, all the while wondering if the guy who picked
the chair to the left would be wearing a sports coat that
'matched his shirt. The longer it took for someone to pick
that chair, the less important the color of his coat became.
There were many ways to survive this nightly hunt;
nevertheless, there were girls who avoided dinner entirely
and stayed back in the dorm with their corn poppers.
I had a favorite way of passing the time between being
assigned a chair and finding a dinner partner. There were
many descriptions of the dining hall. There were those who
thought it resembled a spaceship that had lost its course and
landed in Upland. Others thought it resembled a spider or
an octupus.
To me, the dining hall was always a grand ballroom. I
had a recurring fantasy or an elegant ball being held in the
circular dining room. I always wore a flowing gown with
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lots of lace and ruffles and white gloves that went over my
elbows. (I don't seem to recall whether the head resident had
measured the shoulder straps on my dress to be certain they
were at least an inch wide.) But I do remember that my
partner was decked out in the full dress uniform of a
European army officer-lots of gold braid. It was similar to
what Prince Charles wore to his wedding, only more so!
My partner and I took our places with other couples and
did Viennese waltzes around the grand ballroom to the
flowing strains of the "Blue Danube Waltz." It was much
more stimulating than speculating on whether dinner would
be meatloaf or Salisbury steak. Now that I think of it, I
have not had Salisbury steak since the last Monday night I
was a Taylor student.
The social events of the year were the banquets. There
were three main banquets held on campus: the Christmas
banquet, the Valentine banquet, and the spring banquet. It
was no small coincidence that the Valentine banquet always
had the largest attendance-the girls asked the guys.
The night of the banquet was an exercise in
communication. The guys called for the girls by a system
of Morse codes played on doorbells. I should hasten to
point out that while pantyhose had not yet been invented,
telephones had. Nevertheless, each Taylor female student
had her own set of dots and dashes that she listened for to
announce that her date had arrived. The problem was that in
certain parts of Magee-Campbell Wisconsin Residence Hall
you could hear more than one buzzer. That meant you also
had to know the tone of the buzzer for your dorm wing
because there could be a girl with the same set of dots and
dashes in an adjacent wing; the only difference would be the
sound of the buzzer. On a big date night, that could present
a problem.
With such musical talent, is it any wonder 'hat the
doorbell Morse Code caused me one of my most
embarassing movements on campus? It was my junior
year. It was the night of the Junior-Senior Banquet-THE
premiere social event of the Taylor calendar. I was ready
before my date arrived. The tension was building. The
communication hurdle lay ahead of me. I was listening
intendy for my buzzer, knowing that once I heard it, I still
had to face descending the stairs. I knew that every junior
and senior guy on campus was somewhere between Magee
desk and the stairs I had do come down. Somewhere in this
mass of humanity I had fo find my date.
The landing midway between the first and second floors
was the "point of no reutrn." When yOU reached the
landing, there was no turning back-you were clearly visible
to all waiting below. The stairs were wooden and I was
wearing spike heels. Added to that was the long skirt I
didn't want to trip over.
The dream of every girl was to sweep down those stairs to
the audible sound of appreciative males holding their
collective breath. The only thing that kept a girl going
once she reached that landing was that somewhere she was
sure she could hear the 101 Strings playing. They were
i
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parted and there stood your date with outstretched arms. (It.
was not unlike the parting of the Red Sea. And if there was
one thing all Taylor students knew, it was about the parting
of the Red Sea. After all, we had all taken Prof. Luthy's
freshman Bible classes.) But there would be your date in a
white dinner jacket waiting for you. He whispered
something about how beautiful you looked. You thanked
him for the beautiful corsage. Then you took his arm and
you were carried off in the emotion of the moment to
Campbell parlors where you pinned a carnation on his lapel.
Anyway, that was supposed to be the way it happened.
But as I was saying, it was the night of the Junior-Senior
banquet and I ws very nervous. It was early, but I was sure
I heard my buzzer. Dave likes to be on time; he prefers to
be early. So I started down the stairs. I reached the landing
and paused for a moment to wait for the 101 Strings to
begin playing. I waited for the crowd at the bottom to part.
But something was wrong-Dave wasn't there. My musical
ability had betrayed me. The 101 Strings weren't olaving
y J B
forme.
I do not remember how Dave and I finally found each
other that evening. I only know that I have not been ready
early for anything since.
But now it was years later. Dave and I, the children, and
our steam iron were on our way to a Christian family camp.
I was so certain that the dress codes of our student days no
longer existed that I had gone out and bought new shorts
just for the vacation. In all truthfulness, calling the
garment I had bought "shorts" seemed like a gross
exaggeration. My shorts reached my knees They were
designed to cover a multitude of imperfections and seemed
sufficiently modest for a Christian camp.
uone were the days at Taylor when my roommate and
her date wanted to go bowling off campus on Saturday night
and she had to exit and re-enter the dorm by way of the fire
escape. Girls were just not allowed to be seen on campus
m ?L?a'r u
kS' 1 3111 StiH not sure what the har™ was in
walking through Magee lobby and out the door in a pair of
slacks, but I suspect that navigating a rain or
snow-dampened metal fire escape could have been
dangerous.

You can't imagine my surprise at discovering that my
shorts were not allowed in the camp dining room. There
were still dress codes in force in 1982. Since I didn't need
them at the beach, and my Taylor background wouldn't
allow me to even consider wearing them to chapel, my new
shorts remained neatly folded in the suitcase
an y W0"der that I Pressed clothes for dinner, the
f T
memories of Taylor came flooding back? But there were
many unanswered questions. For instance, do they still use
steam irons at Taylor? Has there ever been an alumni
survey to discover how many couples attribute finding a
spouse to the seating plan in the round dining hall? And do

Taylor alumni eat Salisbury steak?

And now that I think about ii, do you really suppose
to old age. or
wasn't 1,
strong enough
• «™«umbed
«
or wasnt
it strong
enough to

playing one of those moving, romantic numbers that swept

survive blue jean clad co-eds entering and e

movie stars down staircases. You took a deep breath and let
the 101 Strings sweep you downward.
Next, the crowd at the bottom of the stairs magically

the front door? Can't you just see it th
TS? "°""d MCW
df Jericho..."
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The Manifestation of-" Pig land f f
tw
Hnvid Bachman
Rarhmnn
by David
Bus 44 sped along the country road
at a dizzying pace. School children
screamed frantically, and the
mysterious kidnapper grew more and
more frightened. If caught with a bus
load of children, he knew he would pay
dearly. He happened upon what
seemed to be a salvage yard, and for
fear of being caught, drove the bus off
the road and escaped on foot. He was
never found.
As one drives a car through the
tricky 90 degree curves known as
spook's corner, one will soon come
upon a simple concrete bridge covered
with grafitti. If a car's engine should
stall or one chooses to turn off his car
for any reason while on this bridge, it
is impossible to restart and only the
mystery of the night can determine
one's fate.
These are just two of the legends
associated with the area sometimes
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called "P,g Land". The area is found
southwest of campus on a quiet
country road. The first thing one
notices after crossing the concrete
bridge is the landscape. The fields are
ittered with discarded items of all
"ids. Rusting cars, farm equipment,
"res, scrap iron, a barber's chair, video
games and more. There is even a bus.
The short stretch of land that holds
this large and varied collection belongs
to Carl Miller. Since 1947, Miller
has lived here in his modest white
house with his wife, May. Miller
raises hogs for a living, as well as
working at oddjobs.
Many of the items that litter the
fields around his house were purchased
from auctions. Miller salvages the
usable parts from the items and leaves
the rest in the field.
Items such as
tires and engines can be sold or used to
repair his vehicles. Miller said that
the bus engine is now powering a
large truck he owns. The tires on his
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wagon were also salvaged from an old
vehicle. Miller said that it would be
foolish to buy new parts when he can
find usable parts this way.
Not all the items belong to Miller.
He said that often people from the
south would come to Indiana for a sale
or an auction and would buy more than
they had room to haul back. Miller
allows them to store the items on his
property until they can make another
trip to pick them up. Other items
were simply disposed of on his
property by permission. Several video
games were left there by Wandering
Wheels.
Several years ago Miller watched as
some girls from Taylor stole milkcans
that he had used to water his hogs.
Miller said that he has not had any
problems recently with Taylor stu
dents. He has good feelings for Taylor
University and he added that he
appreciated the contribution Taylor has
made to the community
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After surviving "spook's corner" and ventur
ing on, the modest abode stands between two
old cars - both tell a story in themselves.
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Old Man in the Window
by Wendy Eck
We've all heard about him. Many of
us have seen him sitting in that
dilapidated storefront until all hours of
the evening. He's a bit of a living
legend here at Taylor—that character
who inhabits the building on
Wheeling Pike, the most direct route
to Muncie. Late at night, on their
way to the midnight movies, Taylor
students peer into the darkness hoping
to catch a glimpse of him.
There are many stories that circulate
about the lonely old man. Many
people have said, "It's kind of creepy,
the way he just sits in that store, with
all those broken windows." I was also
told, "I heard he was weird. Some
friends of mind went into the store
but he wouldn't sell them anything."
Then there are also those who claim to
have met the man and say he is very
nice.
When my friends discovered that I
was going to go interview this man,
they were horrified. "Don't go at
night," they warned. "And take
someone with you!"
They were
obviously concerned for my safety, and
I, too, was a bit edgy. So, I took a
friend along with me, so she could
also enjoy the experience.

Upon arriving at the store, we found
the gentleman in question, sitting
behind the counter making his dinner.
He motioned us to come in so we did.
I asked him if he minded talking to me
for a few minutes and maybe letting
me take a few pictures of him.
"I'm very busy," he answered,
mixing up the abble cobbler that was
to be his dinner. "I ain't got a lot of
time for talking or pictures."
Despite the way this sounds, he
really was very nice to us. I convinced
him that it would only take a few
minutes and I would try to bother him
as little as possible. He conceded
graciously and began to tell me a little
bit about himself.
His name is Cecil Trout. He has
live in Wheeling for 72 years (yes, he
is 72 years old), and was born in the
house across the street from the store.
Mr. Trout worked for Indiana
Michigan for 30 years before buying
the store and running it for nearly 30
years, until 1979, when he closed it
due to lack of business.
The building itself has quite a
history for it was built by the Masons
in 1848 as a lodge. There were rooms
for the members upstairs and the
downstairs was used as a meeting hall.
Sometime in the late 19th century, the

store became the Wheeling general
store and was run by the same man
until he died in 1936. The store then
passed into other hands before Mr.
Trout acquired it in 1952.
Ever since he closed the store, Mr.
Trout has been using the downstairs as
his living quarters since the upstairs is
rather unsafe. Those "products" that
sit on the store shelves are not for
sale, but are Mr. Trouts' personal
belongings.
My companion noticed framed
pictures on the shelf and asked, "Are
these pictures of your family?"
Mr. Trout chuckled and answered,
"Them? No, those are pinball players.
We used to have a pinball machine in
here and the kids who were good would
bring in their pictures for me."
Mr. Trout made no mention of
having a family of his own, except for
a brother. In fact, he had to get up
very early the next morning to take his
brother to Marion for a blood test.
There were many interesting things
to see in Mr. Trout's store. On one
wall he had an old Mason's Root Beer
clock that still kept the correct time.
There was another, even older clock on
the other wall, above an old Coca-Cola
freezer. On his shelves, their were
large quantities of Raid bug killer,

i

Bus 44 lies vacant across from Carl Miller's front yard and tells its own story with
"Ilelter Skelter" streaked in red paint, shattered windows, and rusted steel masking
the torn interior.
assorted toiletries and a Bible, which §
Mr. Trout told us came from Taylor.
I tried to tell Mr. Trout that he was
something of a legend here at Taylor,
but he brushed it off. I took a few
pictures of the old man as he chatted
with my companion, who later noted
that Mr. Trout had the most amazing
blue eyes.
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student's name, room number and
extension. WTUC will then draw
entries at random cn-the-air. When a
name is announced, the student has
nine minutes and nine seconds to
phone the station and qualify as a
finalist. Then on March 10, Bryan
Bartow and Joe Maniglia will draw a
name from the finalists and that person
will win the 10 FREE tanning
sessions.
The tanning sessions will be able to
be used before spring break, Rowley

T99 TOP 30
1) I Can't Help Falling in Love
Vector
2) Destined to Win
DeGarmo & Key
3) When God Ran
Benny Hester
4) Jericho
. Imperials
5) One Thing Leads to Another Leon Patillo
6) Darkness is Falling
Bryan Duncan
7) On the Edge
Steve Camp
8) Cut It Away
R°bTra.zier
9) Why Should the Devil Have... Geoff Moore
Terri DiSario
10) Tapestry
Carman
11) The Champion
Kyle
Henderson
12) Gift of Grace
Don Francisco
13) One Heart At A Time
Archers
14) All Systems Are G o
Rick
Cua
15) Don't Say Suicide
Dion
16) Only God Can Change A Heart
Whitehead
17) Keep Fighting the Fight
Amy Grant
18) Sharayah
Russ Taff
19) Rock Solid
Prodigal
20) Burn It Up
Crumbacher
2 1 ) It D o n ' t M a t t e r
DeGarmo & Key
22) Competition
Tom Franzak
23) Stuff
English Band
24) Yield to the Spirit
David Meece
25) Unknown Soldier
Mylon
LeFevre
26) Gospel Ship
Kenny
Marks
27) Soul Reviver
Dallas
Holm
&
Praise
28) Prayer Warriors
Amy Grant
29) Everywhere I Go
Chris
Christian
30) Mirror of Your Heart

The WTUC Top-30
as of 2/16/86

'he WTUC TOP-30 is compiled weekly, based
n reauests air-play, and local record
ales and he creative intuition of the program
irector All decisions of the judges are final,
nfess it would be to the judges' advantages to
Iter the decisions.

notes. That way, he says, students can
get ready for "those hot Florida rays."
The sessions can be divided among
students as well. "We're very glad
Shear Extasy agreed to join is in this
promotion," said Rowley, "The
tanning beds at Shear Extasy are the
best there are."
The 34-bulb tanning bed is the
quickest and safest method available.
Tanning is done in complete privacy,
and the tanner is fanned during the
entire session, making the experience

% m

When I felt we had taken up enough
of his time and gathered enough
information, we said our good-byes to
Mr. Trout. He waved as we left and
said, "Be sure to stop by and visit
again. I usually have more time to
talk."
I promised we would and left. As
we drove away, we saw Mr. Trout, as
most of us do, sitting by his counter,
illuminated only by a bare light bulb
beside him. He neither looked up or
around as we drove away, but
continued at his task.

Get Ready for Summer with a Free Tan!
WTUC, FM-99/AAM-650, and
Shear Extasy, 113 E. Railroad St.,
Upland, have teamed up to give a
lucky Taylor student 10 FREE
tanning sessions in time to get his/her
skin ready for spring break. Dirk
Rowley, WTUC Program Director,
announced that the "Warm-Up for
Spring Contest" would begin tonight
(2/23-86) at 6 p.m. on WTUC. In
order to enter the contest, a Taylor
student needs to drop a postcard or
letter to WTUC which includes the

*

Mr. Cecil Trout wipes out a cup of Dannon yogurt not as frightening as the shadowy entrance to his home.

as enjoyable as tanning outdoors, if
not more enjoyable.
For more details on the "Warm-Up
for Spring Contest", listen to WTUC
or contact Shear Extasy at 998-2009
between 8a.m.-8p.m. Monday through
Saturday. Shear Extasy provides
tanning sessions at various prices
ranging from $3 for one session up to
$60 for 30 sessions. Shear Extasy
also provides haircuts for men and
women at very competitive prices.
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Children's Crusade Continues - Chapter V
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"She's Pregnant?!" Mark Bender dropped his coffee mug
and dusty drops spotted the beige rug. "What's that
supposed to mean?"
"Mike Vanworth studied the back of his hand and, with
a small flushed grin, said, "I'm gonna be a Daddy."
"You poor idiot." Mark sat down heavily on his sofa.
"How did it happen?"
This may sound like a stupid question, but remember
that this is a guy who wears magenta bandanas.
*
*
*

"What are the two of you gonna' do?" Robin Goodman
sank heavily to the red carpet beside her roommate.
Joy Gerber pulled her legs up to her chest, resting her
chin on her knees. "Get married."
"How soon?" Robin slipped her arm around Joy's
shoulder.
"Joy stuck her face in between her knees and softly,
tearily shook. At length her sobbing, cracked voice uttered,
"Two weeks."
*

*

*

"And then what?" Daniel Wright lifted his soaking
clothes out of the washing machine and threw them like
dead weight into a dryer. Fishing a quarter out of his pocket
he plugged it in to the hungry slot, turned the dial and
watched another two bits go to work.
Robin stared at the rotating bin circling round and
around dreamily. "Well, Mike's gonna start in back at a
convenience store he worked at last summer. His boss
says he could be assistant manager in three months.
They've found a small trai i for rent only four blocks from
the store and her parents will help with payments for the
first year or so. Meanwhile, Joy'll try to get a home job for
a couple months like watching kids or stuffing envelopes.
They've scraped enough furniture between them to furnish
the place but they're still looking for a used car."
"Sounds like they've got it all planned out."
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Robin turned very slowly and looked intensely at him.
"If they had it all planned out they wouldn't be getting
married in two weeks."
*

*

*

Sweating profusely from his tiny pores, Dean Larc dragged
his body once more around the gymnasium and slowed to a
walk. "Five," he grunted as he sank onto a bleacher. Tom
Robbins, starting guard for the Monroe Crusaders, was busy
catapulting his 6'6" frame through the air in order to slam
an Orange Wilson. Upon reentry he retrieved the ball and
dribbled over towards the bleacher until the Dean stretched
his neck to see the young man's face.
"Got a minute, sir?"
Larc nodded approval and Robbins sat down next to him.
"I wanted to ask you about Mike Vanworth. He lives next
door to me; nice kid. Anyways, once he gets married and
settled in he'll only be about 20 minutes from campus. Do
you think that maybe he could be allowed to take night
courses or something? I mean, he's a smart kid, good
G.P.A.,"
"No," Larc interrupted him, "If he wasn't leaving
voluntarily we'd have to ask him to go. He won't be
allowed back into the student body."
"Look, I know what he did was wrong and he's a black
mark on the school's record, but don't you think-"
"Oh, right!" Again Larc broke in on him, only this
time his voice had gone to a steel note as he jumped to his
feet and looked down, slightly, at the student. "Life's just
so simple for you up there sucking stratosphere. There's
always concessions for the gifted, right? Listen, mister,
you're living in a complex world. Someday Genetic
Engineering will make humans twice your size and you
won't feel quite so important then, will you?" His pitch
steadily increased along with his pulse rate and blood
pressure. "Well l:ct°n good, son. There's more to life than
just getting ahead. There's the basics to consider as well,
and once you start neglecting them then you're too caught

.
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up in (he rat race. Food - clothing - shelter. These are the
things that bring true happiness. These are what life is all
about!" Suddenly the room started pulsing and fading to
gray for Larc as he heard the voice of his mother calling
him. Barnabas J. Larc you get in here this instant. It's
time for your cello lesson. A black curtain dropped over his
eyes and he could hear the sparse applause of a fatigued yet
corteous audience as he toppled to the floor.
Tom Robbins gazed thoughtfully at the unconcioul
figure for a few moments, then stood up.
"Huh, I never thought of it like that."

Mike pressed the clutch in till he could feel it catch then
shifted into fifth and accelerated letting the clutch out. He
leveled off somewhere around eighty-five. He'd never driven
this fast before and silently thanked Tom Robbins for
letting him borrow his Camaro. He picked up a tape in the
dark and slipped it into the player as he soared into the
twilight, recalling a conversation he and his older brother
had had several years back.
"Mikey, you're just too moody. Lighten up some! if
you're still mourning over your lost innocence then yoa
never really lost it."
Mike watched the divider lines in the center of tin*
highway slip past like so many memories]
Smile-blush-laugh-touch-kiss-caress...
Sting'i
distinguishable voice in softly strained mystical note$
surrounded his head in Dolby-B.

Virgins with rifles, game of charades
All for a Children's Crusade
Again he thought of his brother Tim as the lines slipped
past helplessly. Empty bottle-scribbled"note-limp bodyglaring light...

Timmy, it didn't work for you, did it. Why couldn't
you find an alternative? But then again, I guess I did the
same thing.
to be continued

•
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For the past seven years, this particular individual's
record has been an impressive 116 wins against 68 defeats.
Two years ago his team was District #21 champs and as a
result travelled out to Kansas City for the NAIA
tournament, a feat never accomplished at Taylor University.
Last year's team finished with a school record 27 wins and
only 10 losses, while at the same time ranking in the
nation's top 10 in defense. Currently, this year's team is
ranked #1 IN THE COUNTRY in NCCAA and is preparing
themselves for recapturing the title "District #21
Champions." The individual who will be leading the
Trojans into the tournament is coach Paul Patterson,
undoubtedly the man who has a great deal to do with all of
this success.
Patterson's journey to Taylor started while he was yet a
youngster growing up in Hammond, Indiana. "Ever since I
was in the fifth grade I wanted to be a coach, just like my
father was," he stated. And being raised in Indiana, the great
state of basketball, certainly influenced him. "My goal was
to win the state championship here in Indiana." The strange
thing is that he didn't start thinking of coaching in the
college ranks until he went from Hanover College, where he
played both basketball and baseball, to do his graduate work
at Central Missouri State.
It was there that Patterson ran into one of the great
coaches in college basketball, Joe B. Hall, who later went
on to become the head coach at the University ot Kentuctcy
that next year. "The things I saw in college basketball at
that time stuck in my mind and it was there that I decided I
eventually wanted to coach in college." From that point, he
was at three different high school coaching jobs located in
Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky. Then it was off to Northwest
Missouri State, a NCAA Division II school, where he was
an assistant coach for four years. The next road lead him to
Ashland, Kentucky, a high school "a lot like Marion in the
sense that they had won four state titles," he commented.
"My thoughts at Ashland basically dealt with seeing if you
could coach as a Christian in that kind of program. I ended
up having a good experience there and really enjoyed it."
It was there at Ashland that the Taylor job opened up

and "a Taylor grad who had been an assistant for me gave
them my name," Patterson remarked. I came up to visit
because I thought it would be more fun to spend two days
with some Christians than to teach school." That visit was
all it took to convince Patterson that there was a desire in
him to coach at Taylor University. "By the second day I
decided that if they offered the job to me I would take it."
But because there wasn't any contact from Taylor for quite
some time, he said to himself that it wasn't going to
happen and continued working on his basketball program at
Ashland.
To his surprise, however, Taylor did call and he
graciously accepted the job. "At that time I was coaching
the Kentucky All-Star team and told Taylor that I was
committed to the team and if I had to give that honor up, I
would have to stay at Ashland." The university obviously
obliged and the rest is history.
"The thing that impressed me about Taylor was the fact
that there was a commitment to a higher calling in the way
I saw the program being run from the outside. And it was
also at that time that I felt there was, and is, a need in the
athletic world for Christian influence. That somebody needs
to be exemplifying the positives of athletics." Patterson
believes "the athletic experience parallels, enriches, and adds
to the growth of a Christian very well. For me, it's clear
that it does that." As a result of some problems with hiring
assistant coaches, he felt that he wanted to work with young
coaches who had a desire to go into the profession and make
an impact. "That's probably one of the major reasons I
came to Taylor," he said.
Not being able to offer scholarships has definitely had
an impact on his recruiting,
it maices recruiting very
tough, but I think the strength of our program is our guys
use their abilities more completely than people we play
against. I really believe that our guys have learned to blend
their abilities with their teammates better than other teams
do." Addressing the country's overall scholarship program
he commented, "The philosophy of that particular program
is that if you can't do it, I'll go out and buy somebody who
can. Sooner or later I'll find somebody. Rather than

teaching it, they then recruit it. But 1 think here at Taylor
we can't always recruit it so we have to teach it." And teach
it he does.
Coach Patterson values the ability to combine
Christianity and basketball into one, and that's exactly what
he's successfully accomplishing at Taylor. "Jesus cared
about his troops and He was there when they needed Him.
He was calling people to care about other people, and I
think that has been a strength for us, that our players do
value and respect each other. And I don't think that's always
true in a lot of teams. That's essentially the difference
between realizing your potential and not realizing your
potential."
Patterson feels that one of the primary roles of coaches
is to call out the best that's in people, "but they don't
always like it when you call. The methods and the way that
happens are not always the ones an athlete would choose,
but the only decision he basically has is whether he wants
to do this or not. If he wants to be good then at that point
he has to submit himself to whatever it takes to be good.
And normally a coach has a better knowledge of that than
the player."
The power of positive thinking also plays a vital role in
the success of a program, and Patterson will be the first to
admit that. "In terms of learning skills, if I think I'm going
to be successful I have a lot better chance of being
successful." He added, "I think God sees us the way He
created us, which is to be successful. And I think
sometimes we tend to forget that."
Looking to the tournament, the times, places, and dates
have not officially been set as of yet but will come out in
the papers either Monday or Tuesday. The district has been
won by the visiting team the last three years so in actuality
the home court advantage doesn't carry that much weight.
"I think it's important that we play well right now, and I
think we're in that position," Patterson said. The year when
Taylor was District #21 champs "we had won the last two
games going into the tournament, but in the tournament we
were simply playing very good basketball and it all came
together at that time."

Patterson believes two things that allow someone to dig for
the best that's in them are playing people better than you
are and playing for championships. "Those are the two
areas because you want to be at your best when your best is
needed. And tournament time is it." This is the time of the
year when the players are getting tired and it seems like the
season has been going on forever, but "you have to lay it
on the line. If you win, fine, if you lose, fine. It just has
to be the best you've got." Even though the varsity team
has won the last three years, "that doesn't mean you don't
want the home court advantage," Patterson grinned. We
certainly wish you good luck come tournament time,
Trojans, and, like coach Paul Patterson said: "If someone
else is going to win it, they're going to have to come
through Upland, Indiana to do it." by Michae, Crafeb

Coach Patterson during a timeout

TAYLOR DEFEATS STUBBORN
I.U.-SOUTHEAST

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
STANDINGS

Last Friday, Taylor improved its
basketball record to 22-5 by beating
I.U. Southeast 60-56. I.U. Southeast
kept the game close for the entire time
and was actually ahead by a basket
with two minutes left in the game.
But just as it appeared that Taylor was
on the verge of being upset at home,
Tom Granitz scored a three point play
that helped Taylor take the lead for
good. Steve Kastelein of Taylor then
put the game away by hitting two
freethrows to put the Trojans up 59-56
with 36 seconds left. After a missed
shot by I.U. Southeast, Kastelein hit
one more freethrow to make the final
score 60-56.
Ralph Gee led the Trojans in scoring
with 19 points while Tom Granitz and
Jim Bushur scored 15 and 13 points
respectively.

ATLANTIC COAST
W L Pet.
North Carolina
25 1 .962
Duke
25 2 .926
Georgia Tech
19 4 .826
N. Carolina State
17 8 .680
Virginia
16 7 .696
Maryland
14 11 .560
Clemson
17 10 .630
Wake Forest
7 18
.280

BODINE WINS DAYTONA 500
Geoff Bodine, driving the Levi
Garrett Chevrolet, led 92 of 200 laps
last Sunday and went on to win the
Daytona 500, 11.26 seconds over the
second place Oldsmobile of Terry
Sabonte. It looked like it was going to
be a close race with four laps left in
the race when Dale Earnhardt was
racing right behind Bodine's bumper.
But on lap 197, Earnhardt made a pit
stop for fuel and blew an engine.
Bodine and his team earned $192,715
for coming in first. The race was
slowed by eight caution flags but the
only injury of the day was Richard
Petty's shoulder separation which he
recieved when his STP Pontiac
brushed the wall on lap 63.

Tom Granitz grabs a rebound against I.U. Southeast

LET WMRI'S 5™ ANNUAL

BRIDAL AND FASHION SHOW
Make Yours..,

The Wedding Of The Year!!
SUNDAY, March 2nd
Doors open at 12:30 p.m.

JUSTICE MIDDLE SCHOOL
North Miller Avenue in Marion

FREE INVITATIONS AVAILABLE
By Registering At The Following ...
•
•
•
•

ORGAN MUSIC BY RICK ELLIOTT
Fashion Show Commentator...
PHYLLIS FOWLER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WATERS PHOTOGRAPHY
PEGDEN BROTHERS JEWELERS
PAGE ONE LTD. BRIDAL CENTRE
COUNTRY ROADS TRAVEL &
TOURS
KITCHEN NECESSITIES
MOON'S CATERING SHOPPE
THE PARTY HOUSE
CENTRUM FLORAL GALLERY
WEBB'S FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
NETTLE CREEK
INDIANA & MICHIGAN ELECTRIC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SITES AND SOUNDS
VOGEL'SDONUTSHOPPES
FAMILY VIDEO
LLOYD'S FLOWERS
GILBERT ROSKIN JEWELERS
CARPET DISCOUNT HOUSE
PENNINGTON APPLIANCE
MURRELL'S MEN'S STORE
PRINCESS HOUSE
THE UPLAND GREENHOUSE
AA RENTS

WMRI — Relaxing 107 FM

6

Greg Habegger jumps for another rebound for the Trojans
NBA STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet. GB
Boston
41 10 .804 —
Philadelphia
34 20 .630 8.5
New Jersey
29 26 .527 14
Washington
25 29 .463 17.5
New York
18 37 .327 25

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pet.
Houston
35 18 .660
Denver
32 23 .582
Dallas
29 23 .558
San Antonio
30 26 .536
Utah
26 30 .464
Sacramento
21 32 .396

Central Division
Milwaukee
37
Atlanta
30
Detriot
30
Cleveland
22
Indiana
19
Chicago
17

Pacific Division
LA Lakers
39
Portland
29
Phoenix
22
LA Clippers
21
Seattle
20
Golden St.
17

18
23
25
32
35
38

.673 —
.566 6
.545 7
.407 14.5
.352 17.5
.309 20

13
28
31
33
34
39

GB
4
5.5
6.5
10.5
14

.750
.509 12.5
.415 17.5
.389 19
.370 20
.304 24

BIG EAST
Syracuse
St. John's
Georgetown
Villanova
Pittsburgh
Connecticut
Providence
Boston College
Seton Hall

21
24
19
18
14
12
11
12
12

3 .875
3 .889
5 .792
11 .621
9 .609
10 .571
12 .478
12 .500
14 .462

BIG TEN
Michigan
Indiana
Michigan St.
Purdue
Illinois
Iowa
Ohio St.
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Northwestern

22
17
17
19
17
16
12
15
10
7

3 .880
5 .773
6 .739
7 .731
7 .708
9 .640
10 .545
10 .600
13 .434
16 .304

SOUTHEASTERN
Kentucky
Alabama
Auburn
Florida
Lousiana St.
Georgia
Vanderbilt
Tennessee
Mississippi
Mississippi St.

22
17
15
14
19
14
12
12
11
4

3 .880
6 .739
9 .625
9 .609
8 .704
9 .609
11 .522
11 .522
12 .478
19 .174

Study with the
ones who write
the books
There's no better way to study than with scholars
who are on the cutting edge in their field. Authors
researching the most current issues and methods.
Educators committed to the inerrant Word of God.
That's what keeps our students on the cutting edqe
For details, call (312) 945-8800, or mail this
coupon now. Ask about our:
27 graduate programs and 5 doctoral programs,
internship and missions opportunities,
student body of 1,300 students from 46 states
26 nations, and 65 denominations,
98% placement record.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

TRINITY

E divinity school

evangeuca

212* Half L)av Rd

Deertield. IL M015-12H)
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New Coach
by Curt Smith
Taylor's new Softball coach is Ron
Korfmacher. Korfmacher is a 1982
business graduate of Taylor. His
current title is Admissions Recruiter
which includes visiting various
schools throughout Indiana'.
A
highlight of his job is meeting new
people but, best of all, he enjoys
working with students here at Taylor.
Korfmacher's outlook on the
upcoming Softball season is
optimistic. The final roster has not
yet been decided but the Trojanes
appear to have plenty of ability. Now
all they need is a winning season.
Mr. Korfmacher is married and
resides in the Upland Community.

Auditions

Apology

Shulze to Perform
Dr. Frederick Shulze will present a
faculty organ recital, assisted by the
Taylor University Brass Ensemble, at
8:15 p.m., February 25, in Taylor
University's Rediger
Chapel
Audiotrium.
Shulze, professor of music at Taylor
University, will perform nine works in
three programs. Included are Canzon
Septimi Toni a 8 by Giovannia
Gabrieli, Passacaglia and Fugue in C
Minor by J.S. Bach, Cesar Franck's
Chorale in E Major, and Symphony
No. 2 in D Major by Charles Marie
Widor.
Raised in Portland, Oregon, Shulze
holds the Mus. B. degree in organ
from Wheaton College, the M. Mus.
degree from Northwestern University,
and the DMA degree from the
University of Washington. He has
taught at Cascade College in Portland,
Oregon, Wheaton College and the.
University of Washington.
Besides seving as organist in
churches in Oregon, Washington and
the Chicago area, Shulze has appeared
as a recitalist and accompanied
performances of major oratorios
throughout the Northwest and
Midwest. Additionally, he has written
and arranged music for Christian films,
radio and television programs, and for
various college and university soloists
and ensembles. He is presently
organist at the First Baptist Church in
Muncie.

In regard to last weekend's campus
movie, Romancing the Stone, Taylor
University would like to apologize to
those present during the first few
scenes. There were several slang
terms, the use of which Taylor
University as an institution does not
condone.
As it was my personal responsibility
to edit these scenes and phrases, I
would also add my personal apology
for omitting this portion of my duty.
The activities and language in the early
part of this film are not in keeping
with Taylor standards and we regret
any impression to the contrary that
may remain.
Sincerely,
Skip Gianopulos
SAC Films Coordinator

GOOD

night

The keys drive their last crisp shapes
into this relentless machine and 8
pages sit cold awaiting the press.
13hrs. and 22 minutes, 4:22 AM,
another issue marks the slate of T.U.'s
history. Tonight there were six brave
souls bearing the print and paste
hours; no one escaped without smudge
and most felt the cramps climb into
their backs and claim residence.
Don't regret it though; a warm bed
and cotton pillowcase never sleep
better than when a stack of black and
whites is making tomorrow's
headlines.

Taylor Theatre is moving from
magic to murder! The show is Joseph
Kesselring's "Arsenic and Old Lace", a
charming comedy in which hilarity and
homicide mix and a variety of enticing
characters are part of the brew.
Take for instance the two charitable
Brewster sisters whose elderberry wine
makes their elderly boarders less
miserable-permanently. And then
there's the Boris Karloff-look-alike
Brewster who's trying to hide more
than just his face. Yet another
delightfully wacky Brewster thinks
he's Teddy Roosevelt and spends his
time digging the Panama Canal! Of
course, there's Mortimer Brewster, our
hero, who does seem normal most of
the time, his lovely girlfriend, Elaine,
and her rigid, overprotective father.
Throw in a handful of assorted friendly
cops and you have the combination of
exciting characters that makes this
caper so irresistable. The show
includes roles for 3 females, ll
males~and a couple of dead bodies!
Auditions are scheduled for Monday,
March 10 from 4:15 to 5:45, Tuesday,
March 11 from 3:00 to 4:45 p.m. and
Wednesday, March 12 from 4:15 to
5:45 p.m. Call-backs will be held on
Thursday, March 13 at 7:00 p.m.
Auditions information, scripts and a
sign-up sheet may be found at the
Communication Arts office beginning
March 3. The show will be directed
by Dr. Jessica Rousselow and show
dates are May 1-3 and 8-10.

The only think that kept The Color
Purple from being a great movie
was it's "great" director, Steven
Spielberg.
Before discussing
Spielberg's mistakes, it is important
to note that even though this is not a
great movie, it is a good one. The
characters live, breath and capture your
emotions, expecially Celie and Shug
Avery. Celie is a black female who
has endured sexual, physical and
emotional abuse from her step-father
and later her husband. Although she is
surviving in this abusive male world,
she lives in fear and does as she's asked
and nothing more until her husband's
lover moves in with them.
This "cocky" blues singer, Shug
Avery, befriends Celie and encourages
her to enjoy life and also teaches her
that she does not have to be a slave to
men. Because of Shug's friendship,
Celie develops enough self-confidence
to leave her husband and to make a
living on her own.
The conflict is filled with emotional
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Breakfast
Hot Cakes
Sausages

Lunch
French Dip Sand.
Turkey ala King

Dinner
Swiss Style Veal
Hungarian Goulash

Omelettes

Cold Ham&Cheese
Stuffed Peppers

Poik Chop Suey
Batter Dip Fish

French
Toast

Chicken Hoagie
Seafood Newburg

ITALIAN BUFFET

Fried Eggs
Baoon

Reuben Sand.
Pork Tips

Chicken Nuggets
BBQ Short Ribs

[Friday

Scrambled
Eggs

Turkey&Ham Sand.
Beef Stroganoff

Roast Beef
Baked Lasagna

[March 1

Sweet Rolls

Tenderloin Sand.
Quiche

Chopped Steaks
Tuna Noodle Cass.

) March 2

Sweet Rolls

Fried Chicken
Baked Ham

Sloppy Joes
French Fries

v February 24

Monday
'February 25
1 Tuesday

^ February 26

) Wednesday

/Saturday

> Sunday
\ Monday

r March 3

Scrambled
Eggs

[ March 4
Tuesday

French Toast Chicken Fillet Sand.
Beef Pot Pie

Fried Shrimp
Meatbaf

^ March 5

Hot Cakes

Grilled Ham&Cheese
Beans and Franks

Country Fried Steak
Roast Beef
STEAK NITE

' Wednesday

Quarter Pounder
Ravbli

) March 7

Waffles

Baked Sole
Sloppy Joes

Baked Pork Chops
Chipped Cream Beef}

Sweet Rolls

Hot Dogs
Scrambled Eggs

Beef and Noodles
Breaded Veal

Sweet Rolls

Fried Chicken
Roast Beef

Friday

Saturday
' March 9

'Sunday

ST.GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
GRENADA. WEST INDIES
St. George's University School of Medicine, with more than 975 graduates licensed in 33 states
offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine!
In January 1985, The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report
which ranked St. George's number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass
rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St. Georqe's students
with advanced standing.
St. George's has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in New
Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number of qualified
applicants.
For information, please contact the Office of Admissions'
St. George's University School of Medicine
c/< The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street, Bay Shore. N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-1
(516) 665-8500

intensity. It is a realistic display of
humanity, but Spielberg seemed afraid
to capitalize on this emotional
depiction of life. He tried to offset
some of these intense moments with
comic relief. He had the same
character fall through a roof three
separate times for no reason. "The
Three Stooges" are fine for a comic
skit but not for intense reality. My
advice to Spielberg is to go back to
those movies with little ugly creatures
flying through the air on a bicycle and
leave the true artistic movies to
someone who has had more training
than just Comic Relief 101!
Finally, a comment to those fanatics
who consider The Color Purple racial
blasphemy because it displays black
males as animalistic sex fiends. This
movie shows humanity, not just
blacks or whites, at its ultimate low
and ultimate high. We should weep
during such evil deeds and applaud
emotional triumphs. This story is real
people in real conflict, so fanatics, go
save the whales, and I'll go to the
movie again. I give it an 8.

HERE'S THE1 LONE BEA6LE"
LAMPING HIS PLANE IN
PARS AFTER A HISTORIC
FLI6HT ACROSS THE ATLANTIC!
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offer expires: 3-15-86

WITH CONSUMMATE SKILL
HE SETS THE WHEELS
POWN ON THE
UNEVEN FIELP...

TH0U5ANP5 OF SCREAMING
APMIRIN6 FRENCH GIRLS
5URR0UNP HIS PLANE...
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PEANUTS® by Charles M. Schulz

M

The Color Purple is an excellent
adaptation of Alice Walker's Pulitzer
Prize winning novel. The film cuts
deep within the sordid decay of
physical and mental abuse suffered by
Celie. Yet, Celie learns how to
survive.
Her character is very
well-developed and through the
relationship to Shug Avery, Celie
learns to demand more - to step out of
her own doubts and into a world where
love is a reality.
What makes The Color Purple

|
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by Mike Kyle

I

COLD CUT BUFFET

Jvanhoe
in any size

Out of the eater came something to
eat, out of the strong came something
sweet.

Pork Tenders
Swedish Meatballs

Omlets

; March 8

RiMie;

Corn Dogs
BBQ Rib Sand.

> March 9..
I Thursday

f

Fortunately it's all a dream--no respectable Fairy Queen would be caught dead ogling a donkey
head! But in A Midsummer Night's Dream the love connections are momentarily
short-circuted providing moonlight madness in the magic wood. Dream continues Thursday
through Saturday, February 27 - March 1 in the Little Theatre. Tickets are availabe at the
Communication Arts Box Office and are $2.00 with ID.

•
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February 28

Kyle's Kritique "The Color Purple
by Steve Kyle

m

, Thursday

Youtheatre

CUI
Hi

) February 27

Fort Wayne

Hold on to that interest that February
sparks for historical giants just a few
more days and relive the life of
Abraham Lincoln with the Fort Wayne
Youtheatre. This theatre troup will
explore the dramatic events in the life
of Lincoln in a play entided "The Day
Lincoln Came to Town" on Tuesday,
March 4 at 8:15 p.m. in Rediger
Auditorium.
The production is
presented by 16 actors, both adults and
children, and two folk singers. The
script is an original work written by
director Harvey Cocks who is a drama
instructor for the Youtheatre.
The Fort Wayne Youtheatre is the
recipient of an award form the
Children's Theatre of America naming
it one of the 5 most outstanding
children's theatres in the entire
country. Their program includes
classes in acting, dance, music, voice
and also a young writer's series open to
students in middle and high school
grades. Orignial plays selected are
produced at the Fort Wayne Museum
of Art. This season's show included
Charlotte's Web, The Ransom of Red
Chief and a May production of Peter
Pan.
"The Day Lincoln Came to Town"
had it's first showing February 22 and
23 at the Allen Country Fort Wayne
Historical Museum. The performance
here is sponsored
by
the
Concert-Lecture Series in conjunction
with the Black Cultural Society.
Tickets are $1.00 with ID at the door.

BON

superb is the realism. I disagree with
Steve's statement: "Spielberg seemed
afraid to capitalize on this emotional
depiction of life." Spielberg does a
remarkable job of capitalizing on the
emotions within the film.
The
comedy adds to the drama, for comedy
is as much a part of real life as is the
"intense moments." The person who
can see through the laughter and feel
the tears of misunderstanding and
prejudices will appreciate this film.
The Color Purple is the best picture
of the year. It demands to be seen and
understood. I give the movie a 9.

Upland Greenhouse
Mixed Bouquets $5.00
109 E. Berry Upland

998-7142

Congressional Candidate
by Jeff Schaffner
Jim Butcher, a candidate for
Congress in this dsitrict, met with
Taylor students last Monday night.
Everyone enjoyed Domino's pizza and
Coke before the meeting began in the
Dining Commons banquet room.
Butcher appealed to the students for
their suport in the 1986 election. He
explained that his election would
provide Taylor students with the
opportunity of having a fellow
believer in Congress. The expected
closeness of the May primary election
was discussed as a motivating factor
for student support, as Taylor students'
votes could literally swing the
election.
Student voter registration will begin
soon, and this will probably take place
in the Dining Commons during lunch
and dinner.
Those conducting
registration will be happy to answer
any questions you have about voting

in Upland. It will only take a minutd
to register to vote, but this will be a
minute of your time well invested.

Counselors
Camp Fireside is looking for
CAMP COUNSELORS, both men
and women, that are capable of sharing
their life in Christ with young people
this summer. Camp Fireside is a
Christ-centered, camper oriented youth
camp located in the foothills of the
White Mountains in southern New
Hampshire.
Previous experience is deisred but
not necessary. For more information
and an application write to:
Sue Beth Gustafson
Camp Fireside
Box 1843 phone: (603) 887-2714
Haverhill, MA 01831-2843
Further information is available at
the Offices of Student Employment
and Student Ministries.
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Here's How for the Seniors of 1987

Interviewv with Dr. Ken Swan,Director of General Education

bepinnino nnrt
Senior Seminar, as beginning
and pnHino
ending courses, were
devised as a means to achieve these purposes. We received a
Senior of 1987: Why do we have to change Senior Lilly Endowment grant to implement the initial program
Capstone? Hasn't our class been through enough? Aren't changes and then we were awarded an unprecedented second
we the guinea pigs?
grant for refining the Senior Capstone into an integrative
Dr. Swan: The class of 1987 has been on "the cutting Senior Seminar.
edge," so to speak-the very first class to meet the new
Senior: Will there be one topic for the whole course?
graduation requirements, but you haven't been "guinea pigs"
Dr, Swan: There will be a central topic. But, actually, it
in the sense of unplanned trial and error. The general
will be one topic among several. The departments will
education program that we have instituted is the result of
specify topics related to their own disciplines. Some
years of planning and has received widespread praise for its
considerations from the present Senior Capstone may, in
comprehensive and integrative curriculum. I know there
fact, continue into Senior Seminar. There will be General
have been occasional frustrations and uncertainties, but with Sessions in which all seniors meet and Departmental
the resilence and character of this class, you have taken it all Sessions in which each student meets in his own
in stride and have seemed to take pride in being "die first."
department. General Sessions and Departmental Sessions
Senior: Is Senior Capstone all going to be changed?
will deal with aspects of the central topic. But the depart
What can we expect? What will be different?
ment has considerable freedom to select other topics which
Dr. Swan: Much will be different. First of all, the are directly related to the major.
purposes of the course will be different. One goal is to Senior: What is the topic for next year? How did we
integrate the central purposes of general education with the arrive at the topic?
major. The academic major contributes to the sum total of Dr. Swan: The topic for next year is "Jerusalem." The
widom but is dependent for its viability on other
topic was selected by representatives from each department
disciplines. Another purpose is to understand various ways from a list of several topics suggested by departmental
in which a Christian perspective can shape specialized areas. representatives. At first though, the topic may seem
A third purpose is to view a topic of modern significance irrelevant to some disciplines. But think about it! The
with the methods and standpoints of various discriplines. topic, itself, will symbolize Jewish history, culture, and the
Senior Seminar will pose a single issue or theme to help contemporary realities of the modern world. The topic will
seniors integrate their liberal arts experience with their be used as as springboard to achieve the larger purposes of
major.
the course, that is, the integration of faith and learning and
Senior: What are the reasons for change?
the development of a Christian world view. The department
Dr. Swan: The goal is to develop an integrative, sections will explore specific directions of the topic related
interdisciplinary Senior Seminar to be taught to all seniors to that discipline's concerns. Added to this central issue
beginning January 1987. Of course, the reasons for change will be the individual concerns of each major.
go deeper. In 1983, the Taylor faculty approved a new Senior: Will the topic ever change?
curriculum for students-a new set of graduation Dr. Swan: Certainly. The topic will change periodically
requirements. You know about that. The reasons for depending on the will of the departments. However, we are
change concern an assessment at that time that our committed to this first topic for the first two years. There
eductional program was too piece-meal. Some of us are two reasons for this. One, it takes considerable time,
thought there was a lack of unity and coherence. General energy and money to revise a program. Two, we need a
Education needed to be more than a course here and a course chance to evaulate and improve the first year's effort by
there. Our curriculum needed to express, in a self-apparent limiting the variables. Once we have fully defined the
way, the central purposes of Taylor University in defining structure of the course, the topic could change annually.
Christian higher education. A Freshman Seminar and a However, the department might decide to stay with a
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Dr. Swan: Sure, name the time. I think that would be
very profitable. Perhaps some students would like to ask
questions of a panel of Senior Seminar faculty. Just name
the time.
One final word. Some seniors of 1987 may view
themselves as guinea pigs because of all the new curriculum
you have faced, but the majority I think are excited about
the broad-based foundation they are receiving. Freshman
Seminars, Fitness for Life, WR and SP requirements, Cross
Culture, Fine Arts Participation, Historical Christian
Belief, Contemporary Christian Belief, and Senior Seminar.
Add all of this to your major and what kind of education do
you have? Aren't all of us more than simply English,
business, psychology and biology majors? Isn't education,
in its truest sense, education for life as well as education for
the job? Would you prefer to be at Caterpillar Tech? Taylor
University takes a broad view of education, one that is
Biblically based, that speaks of "wisdom, instruction,
knowledge, in addition to skills." Ibelieve a lot of students
are excited about this kind of education.

For explanation, see Judges 14

that
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Senior: Thank you, Dr. Swan. Would you be willing to
meet face-to-face with interested seniors?

What is stronger than a lion?
What is sweeter than honey?
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David L. McKenna
President

WILMORE, KY 40390-1199

The Word - our authority,
Holiness - our call.

Advanced studies equip men and women for service in
pastoral, missionary, evangelistic and educational

Frieda's Flu
Frieda "Flu" has arrived! Yes, she
moved onto the Taylor University
campus just shortly after Interterm
Break. We at the Health Center would
like to warn you of her vicious
personality. Poor Frieda's life turned
sour after she left all of Mom's good
ole' fashioned remedies at home.
Frieda has a fierce temper. In fact,
she gets very "hot under the collar",
about 101-103 degrees Fahrenheit.
When this occurs, there are a couple of
remedies to cool her down. Have her
take two Tylenol every four hours and
drink a glass of fluid each waking hour
until she returns to normal.
Ialso understand that Frieda gets her
"bowels in an uproar" over little
things at times. A good way to
soothe her is to send her to the Health
Center for some medication to relieve
this problem. Once she has calmed
down a little, treat her to some of her
favorites: Gatorade, Sprite, chicken

ministry—to serve the Church and reach the world with
the compassion of Christ. Choose Asburv. Get an edge
on excellence in ministry.

noodle soup, crackers or toast.
Frieda may develop quite a "bark".
Her cough and sore throat may need to
be treated with antibiotics; only her
doctor knows.
Frieda can be very irritable due to
headaches plus overall body achiness.
If this occurs, make her go to bed so
she can get plenty of rest.
We beg you to stay away from
Frieda as her temperament is very
contagious. In fact, if you spot her,
the best action is to take her to the
Health Center where there are
personnel specially trained to deal with
Frieda's nasty disposition.
We are convinced that everyone will
be much happier if Frieda "Flu" can be
convinced to leave the campus as soon
as possible. Won't you help by doing
your part?
With concern for your health,
Diane Terpstra, R.N.
(for the Taylor Health Center staff)

Ministry - our motive,
The World - our parish!

Earn an Asbury degree:
• M.Div. with majors possible in:
Pastoral Care and Counseling
World Mission and Evangelism
Christian Education
• Master of Arts in Religion with
programs in:
Christian Education
Church Music
Missions
Evangelism
Biblical Literature
Theology
Biblical Theology
Philosophy of Religion
Post-M.Div. programs in the school of
Theology and the E. Stanley Jones School
of World Mission and Evangelism lead to:
• Master of Theology
• Doctor of Ministry in:
Administration and Pastoral Care
Spiritual Formation
World Mission and Evangelism

Call John S. Lindberg. Director of Admissions (606) 858-3581
COMPLETE AND MAIL

TELL ME MORE ABOUT:
• M.Div.
• M.A.R.

• Post-M.Div. program:

Name
Address
City/St/ZIP
Phone (

Qasa cPatricia S
Second and Joyce Streets
One Bedroom Apartments
Available 2nd Semester
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EXCELLENT

Dr. Swan: Absolutely! Taylor faculty intends to do
everything possible to make this a rich and worthwhil
educational experience for seniors. We started two years ago
preparing for this course. We are conducting a summer
workshop. We are planning a study tour of Israel for those
who teach the course. Dr. Herbert Nygren, the Senior
Seminar Coordinator, is working endless hous to help plan
the course.
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by Lome Mook
The winners of the 1986 Parnassus literary contest have been determined.
Dr. Beulah Baker, Dr. Jessica Rousselow and Mr. David Dickey read all
entries with the names of the authors unknown and now announce the
following winners:
Short stories:
1st - Randy Southern "A One-Hit Wonder"
2nd - Linda Brubaker "The Charcoal Pencil"
3rd - Linda Brubaker "Angels in the Snow"
Honorable Mention - Kevin Moritz "Certain Paradoxes"
Drawing:
1st - Kathy Durham "Stereo Boy"
Poetry:
1st - Rochelle Manor "Therapeutic Creativity"
2nd - Dave Rarick "I Know Not"
3rd - Lome Mook "Spoiled Fruit on Mount Parnassus"
4th - Rochelle Manor "Dear Cover Girl"
Honorable Mentions- Paul Alford "Graffiti"
Laura Kroesen "It's Quiet"
Lome Mook "Forces"
Dave Rarick "Justice"
Paul Alford "Brown, Like Your Briefcase"
J hese and other entries will be published in April in the annual
Parnassus. Prize money is furnished by the Taylor Student Organization.
First place entries receive $20; second place, $15; and third place, $10.
Congratulations to the winners!
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successful topic for two or three years.
Senior How much time will be spent in General Session
and in departments?
Dr. Swan: The first week of Interterm will be spent in
General Session with films, lectures, presentations, and
small group discussions. The balance of Interterm (three
weeks) will be spent in Departmental Sections. The ration
is 1 to 3.
Senior: Will study trips be possible?
Dr. Swan: During the first year, long study tours will
probably not be feasible to define and establish Senior
Seminar. After the first year, we will know more what is
compatible and what is not. However, even the first year, if
the business majors need to spend a few days in Chicago
visiting corporations, or if the art majors need to view art in
New York City, such trips are possible. Who knows, these
trips may be, in fact, depending on their purposes, be very
compatible with the objectives of Senior Seminar.
However, this first year, three week trips abroad are not
productive to building the new course.
Senior: Will Senior Comps still be offered in Interterm?
Dr. Swan: That is a departmental matter. It will depend
upon the decision of the department. As it now stands,
some departments complete Senior Comps in Interterm,
some in the spring.
Senior: What about the job market?
Dr. Swan: Our graduates are very well prepared in their
majors. Their level of expertise and skill is highly
competitive. Senior Seminar will not weaken that. In fact,
Taylor graduates are employed for what they are as well as
what they can do. Our conviction is that Christian higher
education strengthens the whole person, spiritually,
physically, and intellectually as well as vocationally.
Senior Seminar will not be all theory and ideas. It will also
address itself to practical concerns andrelevant issues.
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